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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear children:

Open the eyes of the heart today and also the ears to see and hear the call for peace. This call
supposes an effort from everyone to materialize the plans of peace of Your Heavenly Mother. To
fulfill this important call will demand from you not only time, but sufficient love to face the battles.

For the devotees of Aurora there will be no lack of motivation because the own ray of the Sacred
Center will shape the consciousnesses as the first soldiers at service of the Plan and of its evolution.

To be a warrior at this time means to fight only with the forces that come from love and freedom, to
be able to perform the task.

Aurora establishes its commands of prayer through the sacred instruction and the confluence of
impulses that lead to fulfill this purpose of peace. Therefore, the self-summoned to Aurora must
appear and present themselves to receive the due instructions; in this way their hearts and minds
will be prepared to respond to the call of the Universe.

So it is, dear children, that the Light of Aurora reflects its rays upon the consciousnesses that open
themselves in humility and service to receive them, and they mirror them as support for aid and
redemption of the hearts. The Light of Aurora expresses itself as a flame of prayer for those who
invoke it with their soul and without interest. This Light of Aurora will guide you and place you on
a secure path to respond to the call for peace.

It is therefore that all the soldiers, awakened or asleep, start to hear the warm vibration of the call,
because the time has come for all the disciples to line up for the missions they must fulfill. In this
way, the planet and humanity will be protected and helped before the great moment of their
purification.

I thank all the praying soldiers who respond to My call!

Who awakens you to the celestial commands,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


